Sonata for Violin and Double Bass (1961) - Elliot Schwartz
Quickly - Slowly - Very Lively - Intense, Angry
Janet Walter - electronic violin
David Walter - double bass

Quattro Concertati (1966) - Mortari
Incontro - Elegia - Capriccio
Janet Walter - electronic violin
David Walter - double bass

Metamorphosis
- computer music made on MUSIC V by Jean-Claude Risset.

Googolplex
- a computer film with African music from Ghana by Lillian Schwartz
  and Ken Knowlton.

Three Dances from Midsummer Night's Dream
- computer music made on GROOVE by F. Richard Moore.
  Wow - Three and Four - Bergomask

Morning Elevator
- a computer film by Arthur Layzer and Joan Miller, sound made on
  MUSIC V by Arthur Layzer.

Study Number Five
- computer music made on GROOVE by Joseph Olive.

Enigma
- a computer film by Lillian Schwartz and Ken Knowlton with com-
  puter music made on GROOVE by F. Richard Moore.